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Florida Accounting Firm Rosen�eld &
Company Joins Abacus Worldwide
Headquartered in Orlando, Fla., the �rm has o�ces in Florida, New York, New Jersey,
California, and Texas. Rosen�eld was one of the �rst accounting �rms to specialize in
serving the automotive industry and continues to focus niche industries such...
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The Florida accounting �rm Rosen�eld & Company, PLLC has joined Abacus
Worldwide, LLC, a progressive international association of independent accounting,
consulting and legal �rms.

Headquartered in Orlando, Fla., the �rm has of�ces in Florida, New York, New Jersey,
California, and Texas. Rosen�eld was one of the �rst accounting �rms to specialize in
serving the automotive industry and continues to focus niche industries such as
manufacturing, publishing, cruise lines, and broker/dealers, among others.

“Rosen�eld’s specialized expertise is a great addition to the resources our members
can call on from around the world,”  said Julio Gabay, President and CEO of Abacus
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Worldwide. “Their team shares our general philosophy of a focus on personalized
service and taking advantage of technology to accomplish that.”

Founded in 1996, Rosen�eld recently merged with Green and Miller in Texas to
expand its footprint and services in Texas. The full-service �rm offers tax and attest
services and has staff certi�ed in business valuations and in assisting in complex
litigation and bank workout matters.

Abacus Worldwide is an international association of independent accounting,
consulting and legal �rms focused on connecting like-minded quality �rms for the
sole purpose of providing member �rms with the knowledge and resources they need
to grow in today’s multifaceted business environment. Abacus Worldwide aims to
offer a cost effective and convenient resource to growing �rms. Its goal is to assist
member �rms in meeting client needs locally and internationally by fostering
connections with the right �rms in the right locations.

For more information about Abacus Worldwide, visit the association website at
www.abacusworldwide.org. 
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